
 

     The original 1963 FLIPPER film is a July, 2014 LVCA dvd donation to the 

Hugh Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church in 

Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 

 

United States   1963   color   90 minutes   live action feature drama 

Ivan Tors Productions   Producers: Ricou Browning, Harry Redmond, Jr. 

and Ivan Tors 

 

14 of a possible 20 points                                            *** ½ of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates juvenile performer 

Points 

1 Direction: James Clark 

1 Editing: Warren Adams 

2 Cinematography: Lamar Boren, Joseph Brun 

2         Lighting 

           0         Screenplay: Arthur Weiss    Story: Ricou Browning and Jack Cowden 

1 Music: Henry Vars 

2 Locations 

2         Sound: Van Allen James (Editor) and Howard Warren (Recordist) 

1 Acting 

1 Creativity 

14 total points 

 

Cast: Chuck Connors (Porter Ricks), Luke Halpin (j) (Sandy Ricks),  

Connie Scott (j) (Kim Parker), Jane Rose (Hettie White), Joe Higgins 

(Mr. L. C. Porett), Robertson White (Mr. Abrams), George Applewhite  



(Sheriff Rogers), Kathleen Maguire (Martha Ricks, wife of Porter), 

Mitzi (Flipper) 

 

     The first incarnation of Flipper’s adventures was this 1963 theatrical 

release, co-starring teenage Luke Halpin and Chuck Connors as father and 

son fishermen. As the film opens, a disappointing haul of diseased fish is all 

the Ricks family can find in nets. A “red plague” is killing off local marine 

life. Nature is unkind and soon to become even crueler. Barely outrunning 

Hurricane Hazel, these two mariners reach a dock on the waterfront with 

barely enough time to dash to safety inside a post office and 

communication center. Overlooking imminent menace, the duo split up. 

Sandy is tasked with locating his mother and saving the family’s pelican. 

Dad will take their boat back out onto the water and maneuver it further 

inland. Message to viewers: boat takes priority over home and wife. 

Interesting.  

     Footage of a real hurricane crashing onto shore is interspersed with 

micro-dramas involving townspeople still at risk in open water or tardily 

travelling to safety across marshy land. Porter Ricks, Sandy’s dad, returns to 

village center just in time to rescue a misguided friend who reentered the 

tempest outside in a futile attempt to save his burning fish shed. Telephone 

wires are blown down, trees felled, electricity disappears. Residents have 

experienced such things before. They survive in huddled clumps, content to 

escape with their lives. One unseen fisherman is less fortunate, requiring a 

subsequent ritual sendoff. 

     Since the storm severely damaged Porter’s boat, it becomes necessary 

for him to journey as soon as possible to a larger port for drydock repairs. 

Sandy is ordered to clean up house and yard damages, a lengthy, 

complicated assignment for a twelve-year-old. Nonetheless, he accepts it 

without protest, appearing to spend an exhausting initial day of labor. If 

that is not the case, then why does he make a check beside the repair siding 

item on his chores list and give indications, however momentary, of total 

wipeout?  



     Anyway, the boy eagerly accepts an offer to join friend Kim Parker and a 

visiting cousin on an underwater scouting excursion. For some completely 

incomprehensible reason, Kim’s relative has been entrusted with a 

harpoon. Why he would shoot it into a dolphin, as he proceeds eventually 

to do, is another plot mystery. Can’t he tell the difference between it and a 

shark? If not, he certainly is too immature and naïve to be granted a 

weapon. Being sorry after the fact, which viewers are verbally assured 

second-hand to be the case, doesn’t repair damage done. Flipper is severely 

injured, making his way to shore near the Ricks’ home to die.  

     Attempting to act on a principle inculcated by Dad, Sandy grabs a 

shotgun from its position on his bedroom wall and runs out of the house 

with it. Kids, do not try this at home. The boy plans to end Flipper’s 

suffering promptly. However, compassion yields to cuteness. Sandy decides 

instead to play doctor, enlisting Mom’s support. Soon all three of them 

have bonded, despite the dolphin’s fondness for a fresh fish diet. 

     Naturally, more are needed to feed the dolphin than local waters can 

provide. So Sandy strikes a deal with a neighboring seafood seller. The boy 

will repair and clean the latter’s damaged premises in return for a daily 

supply of fresh treats for his pet. This he plans to accomplish in addition to 

mandated chores around his house and entertaining a recovering guest. 

     Are there hours enough in a day to do all that? Nope. Sandy decides to 

postpone home jobs. He concentrates on being neighborly to both man and 

sea creature. Mom takes pity on overtaxed son. She lets him follow his 

inclinations, even to the extent of making her husband’s fish pen  

alternative residence for a dolphin. Logical? Don’t ask. 

     When Dad gets back and sees unfinished chores, he is stern and 

disappointed. No more Mr. Nice Guy. Sandy must send his buddy back to 

the sea where he belongs.   

     Will the boy meekly acquiesce? What about those hungry sharks hanging 

around their island? How will the family survive if replenishment of its fish 

supply doesn’t soon occur? 

     Watch the truly exciting climax of the film to learn the answers. 



     Luke Halpin creates a credible Sandy here. Mitzi displays a charmingly 

aquatic character, though the film editor is overly reluctant to trim 

redundant passages of underwater frolics and swims. Chuck Connors is 

acceptably severe and mentoring, befitting a father whose livelihood is at 

the mercy of natural forces beyond human control. Unsurprisingly, he’s 

demanding in his relationship with loved ones that can be controlled. Since 

Sandy is not quite a teen, open rebellion is not yet in the offing. Kathleen 

Maguire, as a patient, unambitious spouse, cloaks her own revolt against 

Porter under a mantle of sympathetic support for their son’s humanitarian 

impulses. As written, her character is obviously held in thrall to male 

priorities, nothing uncommon in the 1960s. In the role of tomboy Kim 

Porter, juvenile Connie Scott is adequate and reliably amiable. Other cast 

members are mostly stereotyped exaggerations (Jane Porter as 

postmistress Hettie White and Joe Higgins as Mr. L. C. Porett) or colorless 

outlines, the anonymous performer playing Kim’s cousin being an example 

of the latter. 

     Photography is generally excellent, taking splendid advantage of  

locations both fitting and attractive.    

     The score by Henry Vars includes an insinuatingly relentless theme for 

Flipper. Children under the age of nine may enjoy it. Accompanying vapid 

lyrics are directed exclusively at them. They are totally inoffensive and 

unimaginative.  Background music cues are satisfyingly dramatic and even 

suspenseful. 

     FLIPPER won a Golden Laurel in 1964 as Sleeper Film of the Year. It was 

quite profitable, raking in more than a million dollars. The film also 

launched a sequel, remake, and television series. It offers suitable viewing 

for families, being particularly appropriate for youngsters under the age of 

nine or ten, who probably won’t be bothered by contradictions in plotting. 

Parents, be aware there are several instances of euphemistic profanity. 

 

Here, too, is Kino Ken’s review of FLIPPER’S NEW ADVENTURE, which shares 

the dvd set with FLIPPER and an extremely violent and sadistic Tom and 

Jerry cartoon titled SALT WATER TABBY.  



 

Bahamas / United States   1964   color   94 minutes   live action feature 

drama   Ivan Tors Productions   Producers: Ricou Browning, Ben Chapman, 

and Ivan Tors 

 

8 of a possible 20 points                                                     ** of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates juvenile performer 

Points 

0 Direction: Leon Benson 

0 Editing: Warren Adams, Charles Craft 

2         Cinematography: Lamar Boren* 

           2         Lighting 

0 Screenplay: Ivan Tors and Ricou Browning 

1 Music: Henry Vars 

1         Locations  

2 Sound: Howard Warren (Recordist) 

0 Acting 

0 Creativity 

8 total points 

 

     A sequel to FLIPPER was rushed into production and released a year 

later, in 1964. Once again, Luke Halpin was cast as Sandy Ricks. He acquired 

a new screen father, Brian Kelly, who seems to be playing a game of hide 

and seek with the flick’s human star. The two are kept apart throughout the 

bulk of the movie. A group of English performers are featured, supposedly 

on a pleasure cruise to the Bahamas. Mitzi has been replaced by Suzy, a 

second-stringer less charming to its two-legged co-star than its predecessor.  

     This time around, nature is secondary to human violence. Murderous 

escaped convicts are antagonists here. These are led by Gil, who is armed, 

dangerous, and partial to kidnapping. 

     Setting this meandering plot in motion is construction of a new 

causeway, which will entail demolition of the Ricks’ home, among others. 



Porter is off on the mainland, getting instruction about how to become a 

park ranger. Mom has died, inexplicably. Leaving Sandy in the questionable 

guardianship of Mr. L. C. Porett, who is clueless about how to empathize 

with teenagers. This becomes a crucial drawback when the need arises to 

explain to his charge that Flipper is to be relocated promptly to a new home 

at the Miami Seaquarium. Inadvertently, the movie makes a villain out of 

the marine park it publicizes, since Sandy regards it as a most unacceptable 

residence for his companion. 

     In order to dramatize rejection of proposed changes, the boy writes a 

note to his absent father, then stows one nautical map and a few tins of  

grub on the family motorboat. Off he roars into southeastern waters, never 

even bothering to tune into weather or news reports. He has learned 

nothing about personal responsibility since his misguided fiasco in 

overscheduling himself during dad’s off-site activities in the earlier FLIPPER 

film. This time, he doesn’t even bother to bring along an adequate 

wardrobe. It’s not that his thinking is illogical. It is downright non-existent. 

     Upon a close encounter with a rustbucket fishing trawler, Sandy resolves 

not to welcome its crew. Instead, he orders Flipper to pull the boy’s out-of-

gas motorboat away posthaste. This is carrying standard parental warning 

about conversation with outsiders to a ridiculous extreme. A potential 

rescuer is left far behind, unable to generate enough horsepower to match 

the dolphin’s speed. 

     Alternately baking in tropical sun and drenched by trade wind rains, 

Sandy is eventually reduced to an empty canteen. He will die soon of thirst 

unless fate intervenes. 

     Conveniently, Flipper guides the boat to a minimally inhabited island of 

the Bahamas. There the two of them will play Captain Nemo to three British 

females stranded on the boy’s hideout by order of self-appointed Captain 

Gil. In this place, Sandy plans to spend the rest of his life. No school, hurrah! 

No bossy adults, either. At this point, the boy strongly resembles a union of 

Huck Finn with Peter Pan. Though not looking for Wendy, he discovers her 

anyway. For Penny Hopewell, a not unattractive girl his own age, is 

compelled by circumstances to invade his not-so-private refuge.  



     Meanwhile, three escaped convicts who overpowered Sir Halsey 

Hopewell, commandeered his craft, and set his family adrift in a leaky 

rowboat, alter their plans to escape into open waters. Leader Gil 

unilaterally decides instead to advertise their millionaire hostage for 

ransom. Even better, on second thought, would be retrieving cowed 

females and adding them as bargaining chips.  

     Simultaneously, Porter Ricks has belatedly been informed about Sandy’s 

absence by a reluctant L. C. Porett. Off he goes to locate his errant son, 

armed with a bundle of maps (though not the essential one), a special horn 

for calling dolphins, and defensive weaponry in case pirates are 

encountered. He’s heard about Gil, being disposed to pay attention to radio 

reports. Unlike his son. 

     Sandy, plagued by oversights on his trip to the island, upon arrival there 

transforms into a paragon of resourcefulness. He has no trouble 

whatsoever making himself clothes, locating water, foraging for food, or 

creating shelter from the elements. Like a good scout, he is always 

prepared. Except when he is surprised.  

     Shock Number One, invasion of his retreat by the gentler sex, is soon 

followed by Shock Number Two, inability of the newcomers to provide for 

themselves. Shock Number Three is attraction to the group’s youngest 

member. Despite these unexpected jolts, the boy stays adamant about 

refusing to disclose his whereabouts. Even to the extent of commanding 

Flipper to douse a signal bonfire which might attract the attention of a 

search plane. This creates a rift in his friendship with young Penny, who 

rightfully regards him as a selfishly tyrannical idiot. Only when the three 

despairing Britons resign themselves to rejoining Sir Halsey does Sandy try 

his hand at rescue.  

     Even more astonishing than the boy’s turnaround on the island from 

seafaring dope to master of all he surveys is the subsequent set of heroics. 

These find Sandy and ally Flipper outmaneuvering and checkmating their 

criminal opponents. Flipper is knifed badly by Gil in the process.  

     Will the Coast Guard and Dad arrive in time to assist? Can Penny ever 

forgive the boy for his previous betrayal? What do you think? 



     Marred by notably bland acting performances from Francesca Annis as 

Penny’s thoroughly unadventurous elder sister and Helen Cherry as  

Julia Hopewell, a spoiled and utterly clueless parent, the movie is further 

torpedoed by plot inanities and character contradictions. Neither  

screenplay nor editing is an asset. Both too readily glide into circular 

structures rather than linear ones. A lukewarm romance between  

Pamela Franklin’s Penny and Luke Halpin’s Sandy is shunted onto a siding by 

a script more concerned with nonstop action. Nonetheless, it serves as the 

one element that consistently holds out promise. 

     Lighting is clear throughout, making even night scenes easy to scan. 

Cinematographer Lamar Bowen does a superior job of capturing lush 

tropical scenery, though he is provided with little to attract the eye in the 

opening Florida Keys scenes. Music by Henry Vars centers on the Flipper 

theme, repeated ad nauseam by a choir of adult voices pretending to be  

pure childish sopranos. This is genuinely repulsive, protracted 

unrewardingly into a kind of purgatory for music lovers.  

     Due to numerous scenes of violence, a sprinkling of profanities spoken 

with relish, and depiction of females as little more than dependent morons, 

the movie cannot be recommended to anyone other than diehard fans of 

Mr. Halpin or Miss Franklin. Others beware. It was officially rated G upon a 

later re-release. 

     Also part of the dvd set is an eight-minute color animation from 1947 

directed by Joseph Barbera and William Hanna. Titled SALT WATER TABBY, 

it pits unapologetic heel Tom against subversive Jerry. Their frantic attacks 

and counterassaults here are gruesomely painful to watch. This picture is 

notable only for its music component, which includes cullings from  

Richard Wagner and Roger Edens. Absolutely not appropriate 

entertainment for preteens.  

     A second bonus listed on the cover, JERRY AND THE GOLDFISH, is missing 

entirely. Shame on Warner Video for not catching and correcting the error. 


